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COVARIANT REPRESENTATIONS OF INFINITE
TENSOR PRODUCT ALGEBRAS

RICHARD H. HERMAN AND MICHAEL C. REED

In this paper myriad covariant representations of a class
of C*-algebras and automorphism groups are constructed.
The Hubert spaces on which the representations are realized
have an unusual structure: they are direct integrals of
measurable families €>(•) of Hubert spaces over the spectrum
of an abelian subalgebra of the C*-algebra; the fibre spaces
ξ>(0 are (in general) different separable subspaces of insepa-
rable infinite tensor product spaces. The representors of the
algebra and the unitary representors of the group do not de-
compose but act both in the fibres and on the underlying
spectrum. Cases covered by this construction include the
quasifree automorphisms of the Clifford algebra which leave
a given basis fixed and the automorphism corresponding to
charge conjugation.

The problem of constructing representations of a C*-algebra St
in which certain automorphism groups are unitarily implementable,
has received considerable attention. Not only are the questions in-
volved quite natural from a mathematical point of view, but there
are important applications in quantum field theory and statistical
mechanics. The usual approach to the problem is to use a fixed point
theorem to prove the existence of a state, ω in SI*, which is invariant
under the contragradient action of the automorphism group on 21*.
The GNS construction (13) then guarantees a covariant representation
of 31, i.e., one in which the automorphisms are unitarily implementable.
The difficulty with this procedure in applications is that one has very
little analytical control over the resulting representation. There are
two reasons for this: First, the properties of the representation will
depend strongly on which fixed point is chosen and the fixed point
theorem may not give any convenient way of distinguishing them.
Secondly, the nature of the GNS construction itself is such that it is
difficult to carry analytical information from the algebra (or the origi-
nal representation) to the new representation. What is needed are
special methods (necessarily suited to special kinds of algebras and
automorphism groups) of constructing covariant representations so that
the objects in the representation are given more or less explicitly.
In this paper we give such a special method. The idea is to begin
with a very simple kind of invariant state (a product state). We first
realize the corresponding representation of SI in such a way that the
properties of the representation which make it covariant are explicitly
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displayed. We then perturb the representation to obtain other non-
equivalent (and nonproduct) representations which are also covariant.

Let St be a separable C*-algebra which can be written as an in-
finite tensor product of C*-algebras, 21*, viz, §1 = (g) 3ί* (see [4]). For
the purpose of exposition we restrict ourselves to the case where each
SI* is a subalgebra of a matrix algebra. Other cases are covered briefly
in § VI and for these reasons our proofs are couched in general termi-
nology. Suppose that 33* is an abelian subalgebra of 21*. Let AΓ(33*)
be the group of unitary operators, Ue%, such that Z733*?/-1 = 33*.
We call JV(33*) the normalizer of 33*.

DEFINITION. The subalgebra 33* of 21* is called regular if the linear
span of N@8i) is all of 21*. We assume regularity throughout.

As an example we note that every maximal abelian subalgebra of
a full matrix algebra is regular.

Returning to our previous notation, let 93 denote (8)33*. We call
the pair (21, 93) a split regular system. Let ^ be a topological group,
τ

9, Q £ 2̂> a representation of & by automorphisms of 21. We assume
that τg has the following properties:

( i ) τg is strongly continuous, i.e., if gn — ^ g then
\\τgn(A) - r,(A)| | t-*0 for each AeSί.

(ii) τg — ®τn

g. That is, there exist automorphisms τn

g of 2ΪΛ so
that

*9(®An®l) = ® r;(Afc) <g> J .
\n = i n>N / % = 1 n>N

(iii) Γ ISB. — SB..

We will call the triple (21, 93, r y ) a spϋiί regular ^-system. In
Section II we show how to explicitly construct numerous covariant
representations of split regular ^-systems, i.e., representations of 21
in which the automorphisms, τgJ are unitarily implementable. These
representations are not (in general) product representations.

In §111 we discuss some examples of the construction including
the quasi-free automorphisms of the Clifford algebra which leave a
basis fixed and the charge conjugation automorphism. Both of these
groups of automorphisms arise in quantum field theory.

The construction of §11 uses as its starting point a 93-faithful
invariant product state. In §IV we show that all representations
genetated by invariant (possibly) nonfaithful product states occur as
subrepresentations of the ones constructed in §11.

The construction of §11 will not (in general) yield all covariant
representations of the system (21, 93, τv). This is because of the special
nature of the fibres (infinite tensor product spaces) and the fibre maps.
However, in the case where each 33* is maximal abelian in 21*, one can
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use the theory of cross products to prove that every covariant rep-
resentation can be decomposed on a direct integral of Hubert spaces
over the spectrum of 33 with some fibres and some fibre maps This
is done in § V. Section VI is a general discussion which compares the
methods we use in §11 with more "orthodox" ones. In addition, a few
brief remarks about the case where %{ is infinite dimensional, are
given.

II* T h e construction*

The ω-bundle. Let ω = (x) ωn be a product state which is in-
variant under the automorphism group {τg: g e 5 }̂ and which is faith-
ful on 33. The GNS construction using ωn then gives us a represen-
tation πn of 2ίn on a Hubert space Hn. (Here πn is nothing but A —>
A (x) / where / is the identity on a finite dimensional Hubert space.)
Moreover, there is a cyclic vector xn, of norm one such that o)n(A) =
(πn(A)xn, xn). The invariance of ωn gives us a unitary representation
of 5f on Hn such that U?xn = xn and πu(τn

g(A)) = U?πu(A) E7?-i for all

Now, following the usual procedure [1], we decompose the space Hn

with respect to the abelian algebra πn(^8n). Thus we pick a vector yn9 of
norm one, which is cyclic for ττΛ(33Λ)'. If Zn denotes the spectrum of S5Λ,
then the state (πn( )yn, yn) defines a measure, μn, on Zn. The measure μn

has, support equal to Zn, because ωn is faithful on S3n. In this case where
Z% is finite this means a nonzero mass is assigned to each point. The

measure μn gives the decomposition, Hn = \zn^
Pn{Zn')dμn{ζn) and since

ωn is faithful on aδw> xn{ζn) Φ 0 for all ζn e Zn. This last remark
allows us to replace μn with an equivalent measure and assume that
ll^nίC^IU^c ) = 1 f o r a ^ C Λ eZ Λ . Having done this for each π, we
define the ω-bundle to be the pair (x Zn, ξ>ω( )), where x Zn is the
cartesian product of the Zn and for ζ = (ζ1, ζ2, •• •) eZn, §ω(ζ) =
iϊ((x)?=i^(C%)), the separable subspace of (x) ^ίfni^

n) generated by the
c0-vector (g U a?w(ζn). We denote by flo( ) the section of (x Zn, £ ω ( ))
whose value at ζ is flo(ζ) = (8)?=i»»(Cw)*

The action of the algebra* We first examine one component
of the tensor product. Since the normalizer of S3% spans 2tH, the
set {πn{V)xn} as Vranges over N@bn) is total in Hn. Hence {πn(V)xn(ζ*)}
is total in £ί?Jζn) for all (in general almost all) ζn in Zn. We
may clearly extract a countable set from {πn(V)xn} with the same
property.

The algebra 93n, and hence ττΛ(93Λ) may be regarded as C(Zn). If
, then by the Banach-Stone theorem, there is a one-to-one
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ω(v)

FIGURE 1. The ω-bundle

map, vn, of Zn onto Zn such that

(*.( W(*(VT))(C ) - /(tCP), ζne Zn, fe C(Zn) .

We refer to v~ι as the action induced on Zn by Vn9 and denote by
Wn the group of all such v~ι. The weak direct product of the groups
^ w forms a group, ^ , of transformations of Z = x ZΛ.

Since /ίΛ is quasi-invariant under the action of each v"1 in ^ , a
theorem of Guichardet [5] allows us to conclude the existence of
unitary fibre maps

such t h a t πn(Vn) is given explicitly by

where rVn(ζn) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative ldμn(vn )/dμH( )](ζn).

For each sequence Vw, n = 1, 2, , JNΓ, Vn e JV(S3n), we have a natu-

ral action v"1 on Z given by v~xζ = (vrV, •••, ^ ζ % ζw + 1, •••) and a

well-defined family

of fibre maps of £ ω ( ) where

-lfC

As remarked above, the set

{(τcn(V%)xn)(ζ*); Vn

is total in Jg^(ζ%). Since n%( ) is nowhere zero on Zn, the set
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^ C D tfe^J is also total in Stfjg1). Therefore

is total in φω(ζ). Thus the finite linear combinations of sections of
the form

form a measurable field of cross-sections, ©, for (Z, ξ>ω( )) The
measurability follows from the fact that for any two such cross-sec-
tions, Ωv(-) and Ωv,( ), (Ωv(ζ), Ωvf(ζ))^{ζ) is a finite sum of finite products
of measurable functions.

The action of the group* We return again to the component
algebra, 2ϊn. Since ωn is invariant, there is a unitary representation,
Z7; of gf on J ^ so thatZ7; of gf on J ^ so that

πn(τg(A))= U:

We again consider the decomposition

discussed above. Since τg\ 33W —> 33% we can conclude from the Banach
Stone theorem that for each g e & there is a one-to-one transforma-
tion (which we denote by g%) on Zn so that

Furthermore, the Guichardet theorem used above again shows the
existence of fibre maps

such that

{U;x){Q -

for each xeHn= [ ^:(

Notice that ^ acts in a natural way on Z= xZn by flf^ζ) =
(gTιζ\ gϊιζ>2, •••)• We denote this group of transformations on Z by
5f. 5f is a quotient of ^ and may be very small. For example, gn

could act like the identity on Zn for each g e <& and n. (This is the
case in Example I of §111.) The action may also be difficult to describe
since for a given ge&, the transformation gn on Zn may act very
differently for different n. Because Zn is finite the map g-*gn is a
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homomorphism of ^ onto a discrete finite quotient group.

THEOREM 1. Let (% 33, zv) be a split regular ^-system and ω =
®o)n a ^-faithful product state. Let (Z, £>ω( )) be the ω-bundle con-
structed above. Then for every Borel measure, v, of mass one which
is quasi-invariant under <%f and &,

( i ) The map V—+πΐ(V) given by

[K(V)x](Q =

where V = ® Vn, VneN(®n), rv(ζ) = [dv(v)/ώ>(-)](Q >
Λ = l

extends uniquely to a representation of SI on L2(Z, v, φω( )) The dis-
tinguished section βo

ω( ) is cyclic for π?(2I)
(ii) In the representation, π°, the automorphisms τg are uni~

tarily implemented by

If & is locally compact and second countable then U?{g) is strongly
continuous.

Proof. As indicated above, the fl?( ) are a family of measurable
sections which are total at each point, so L2(Z, v, ξ>ω( )) is well-defined.
Since 21 = ® 2l» and (St, 35) is split regular it suffices to define πt on
elements of the from V given in ( i ) . If Vn9WneNQ8n) then

since πω

n is a representation of 2In Thus, if V, We (g)ί=1

This statement, combined with the chain rule for Radon-Nikodym
derivatives shows that τC( ) is in fact a representation of 21. The
proof that flf( ) is cyclic is the same as the corresponding proof in
[8, Theorem 1].

Consider the fibre map

Ξg-ι,ζ is a well-defined map from $ω{g~ιζ) to $ω(ζ) since it takes the
c0-vector Ωϊ(g~ιζ), which generates $a(g~K), into Ωζ(ζ), the c0-vector
which generates φω(ζ) (this follows from the invariance of xn e Sίfn under
Ug). The fact that U?(g) is a representation of ^ follows from the
fact that the Ξn

g-\ζn compose correctly (and therefore so do the fibre
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maps Ξa-ι,ζ) and the chain rule for r,( )
It remains to prove that the representation of Ŝ  given by U?{g)

is strongly continuous. The section £#(•) is cyclic and thus it suffices
to prove strong continuity on the dense set of elements {^(A)Q%; A e 3t}.
Now

Uu

ω(g)K(A)Ωζ = U?(g)

Since ||rff(A) — A\\—>0 as g —• e, it suffices to show the continuity of
Uy{g) on the cyclic vector βo

ω Thus we must show that

(*) lim [| U:(g)Qζ - Ωζ\\ = lim \ |r,(flΓΌ" i y t " 1 W O

= 0 .

Let us look at the map from ^ x Z into ^ given by (g, ζ) —> ^ - 1 ζ .
This map is bicontinuous. Let ζ» = (ζi, ζl, •••) converge to ζ =
(ζ1, ζ2, •••) and gn—*g. Let a neighbourhood of ^ - 1 ζ be given by the
element B — Bλ (x) (x) Bk (g)n>k In belonging to 93. The point ζn cor-
responds to the character, pn, on B given by ρn(B) = Bί{ζι

n)B2(ζ2

n) JBΛ(CJ)

With this notation we have

- g~%(B)\ = |/t>,(rw

- pn{τ9{B))

\(pn - p){τg{B))\ .

Thus choosing g% sufficiently closed to g it follows by the assumed
continuity of τg that the first term is small. Since τg(B) = î(-?i) Θ
• ® 7ί(J5jfe) (x)w>fc /w defines a neighbourhood of ζ, the second term may
also be made small.

In the terminology of [16], Z is a Borel S^-space. Further iΠs
a standard Borel space. On L2(Z, v) define a unitary representation
of Sf by

Proving that (*) is true is the same as showing UZf >f for / the

function identically equal to one. However a stronger result is true.
Namely that the above representation on L2(Z, v) is strongly con-
tinuous. This is the content of Example 2 of [16, p. 60]. In fact it
is shown there that rg(ζ) = r(g, ζ) a.e. [v], where r is a Borel function
on ^ x Z. This makes (17;/, /') measurable and hence continuous.

A further discussion of the direct integral decomposition used
here is given in §VI.
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ΠL Examples* In this section we discuss three examples which
illustrate the applications of the construction described in §11.

EXAMPLE 1. (Clifford Algebra, quasi-free automorphisms). Let SI
be the unique C*-closure of the Clifford algebra of a real pre-Hilbert
space, H. SI can be written, 21 = (g) 3tn, as the infinite tensor product
of two by two matrix algebras, Stn, where each 51* is generated by 1
and an operator an satisfying a\ — 0, atan + anat — /. Let 3BW be the
subalgebra of SI% generated by / and a*an. SBTO is commutative and if
we set S3 = (g)?=i S5», then (SI, SB) is a split regular system since the
unitary operators an + α* and i(αί — an) are in the normalizer of SBW

and, along with S3W, span 3I%.
Let λ = {Xn} be a sequence of real numbers and consider the auto-

morphism τx of SI generated by the transformation

Each such automorphism arises from a unitary operator on a complxi-
fication of H which is diagonal with respect to the given basis (the
basis that gives rise to the splitting 31= (x)SQ The set of such
unitaries on H is a group, Λ, and for each λ e Ω, τλ splits and leaves
3BW point wise fixed. Thus (SI, S3, τA) is a split regular ^-system. For
the construction of SI and a discussion of A see [8]. Now, let ω —
® con be any 23-faithful product state which is symmetric about the
basis (in the terminology of [11]). Then ω is Λ-invariant and in this
case SB-faithful means that (on(atan) Φ 0 Φ ^w(αwαί).

Thus, we have all the prerequisites for the construction in §11.
Each Zn consists of two points (the spectrum of S3n), Z— xZn, and
the fibres, £>ω(ζ), turn out to be separable subspaces of (5<)~=1 C£, Cl a
copy of C2; for details see [8]. The point is that once we have con-
structed the w-bunble, (Z, φω( ))> then all the representations of SI
on spaces L2(Z, v, >̂ω( ))> where v is quasi-invariant under the induced
action of the normalizer on Z, allow all the automorphisms, τλ, to be
unitarily implemented. There is no /ί-invariance requirement on v
since SB is left pointwise fixed by each zλ. These representations plus
the cyclic subrepresentations generated by vectors of the form
X( )Ω%( ), where λ( ) is a (7-valued L2 function on {Z, v) are all the
representations generated by states symmetric about the basis through
the GNS construction.

Often one is only interested in a subgroup of Λ. For example,
if λ = {Xk} is fixed and we consider the automorphisms

an —• eiλ^ani te R

then (SI, SB, τR) is a split regular i?-system. If λn = n, the corre-
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sponding group is the circle.

EXAMPLE 2. (Clifford Algebra, Charge Conjugation). Let Si be
the unique C*-closure of the Clifford algebra. 3ί may be written 21 =
(g) %n, n = 0, Φ 1, , where each %n is the algebra of all four by four
matrices generated by the operators 1, ane, αί,, anp, a% satisfying

a\p = 0 = a\e

anPane + aneanp = 0 = aneatP + α ί ^

Let S3% be the abelian algebra generated by /, αί€α%e, α ί ^ and S3 =
(g) 95W. Let τc be the unique automorphism of §1 which sends α%e —> αΛP

and α%p—>α%e for each n. It is clear that τc splits and TCOTC is the
identity automorphism so in this case 5? is just the cyclic group of
order two. The system is regular since %n is a full matrix algebra
and S3W is maximal abelian. The operators αjβ, atP are related to the
creation operators, a*e, a£p, for electrons and positrons of momentum
n by formulas

Π
Aί=-(Λ-l)

2αjTβα4β)V Π (/-2αίPα*,))α* β
/\k=-(n-l) J

so it is clear that α*p and α*e (as well as anp and ane) are interchanged
by τ c .

Briefly, the results of the construction are as follows. For each
n, the spectrum, Zn, of S3W consists of four points ζ j , ζ?0, ζ j , ζ* cor-
responding to the four projections Poo = aneateanpaίp, P1 0 = a%eaneanpa%p,
P o l = αΛβα;βα*pαnp, P u = a*βanea*panp. The induced action of the nor-
malizer on Zn is the group of all permutations. The induced action
of the automorphism group consists of the identity transformation and

rpfi> rp'ft rp1^ rrr"

In order to give some examples of 33M-faithful invariant states,
consider 2t. in its irreducible representation on C\ Let N be the
linear transformation

0 0

N =

0

0

\0

( ^ ) (
λ2

2

0
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where λ< Ξ> 0 and 2X = 1. Then ωn(A) — trace (NA) is an invariant
state on 3IΛ. If λx > 0, λ4 > 0 and either λ2 > 0 or λ3>0, ωn will be
33%-faithful. If both λ2 > 0 and λ3 > 0, then the dimension of the
Hubert space £K(ζn) on the nth level of the fibre $ω(ζ) will be four.
If either λ2 = 0 or λ3 = 0, then <%*n(ζn) will be three dimensional.

A simple example of a measure quasi-invariant under the action
of both the normalizer and the group may be constructed as follows.
Let μ = Πμn where μn is a measure on Zn with nonzero mass at each
point and with equal mass at CJί and CΓo Then μ will be quasi-invari-
ant under the action of the normalizer and invariant under the induced
action of the group.

EXAMPLE 3. Let U*(g), j = 1, , N(n), be a family of finite di-
mensional representations of some group, 5^, on spaces H", j — 1, ,
N(n). Let a , = YJLV 0 £f(H;), where SfiMf) denotes the set of all
linear transformations on Hf. For A = ®fίV A5 e %n define

Then τg = (x) τn

g is a well-defined automorphism group on §1 = (g) 3lw

Let P* denote the projection onto Hf and let 33% be the algebra gen-
erated by the P*, i = 1, •••, JV(w). Notice that S3% is not maximal
abelian but that its normalizer, namely all unitaries of the form
Θi=iV7, generates §!„. Of course, the spectrum, Zn, of 33W consists
of exactly N(ri) points. The reader can easily investigate for himself
the different types of ® 33%-faithful product states which are possible
and the structure of the corresponding ω-bundles. Notice that since
33 is left pointwise fixed by both the normalizer and the group there
is no induced action on Z = x Zn Therefore, no quasi-invariance con-
ditions on v are necessary and the action of U?(g), the unitaries which
implement ^ , all takes place within the fibres.

IV* Crossed products* One cannot expect that the construction
in §11 yields all covariant representations of the system (31, S3, τv).
This is because the fibre spaces are special (infinite tensor product
spaces) and the fibre maps for both the group and the algebra are
special (they are tensor products of maps operating on different levels
of the fibre space). However in certain cases one is guaranteed that
all covariant representations are "direct integral representations" over
the spectrum of 93 with the relevent operators given by fibre maps.
In this section we describe a case when this is so.

Let ^ be a group with identity e and 31 a C*-algebra with identity
7. Suppose that & is representated as automorphisms of 31, the
action being written g(A). One defines the crossed product [4, p. 28]
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of gf and St as the set of all functions / : ^ —> §1 with finite support
subject to the following multiplication

(ff')(g) = Σ

and involution

(/*)(</) - g{f{g~ι)Y .

We write the crossed product as (5^,31). If π is a *-algebraic map
of (Sf, A) into a C*-algebra J5 then one defines a norm on (2^, 31) by
11/11 = supπ ||τr(/)||. The completion of (&fA) in this norm is the
C*-algebra C*(Ŝ % SI). We refer the reader to [4] for various properties
of this C*-algebra.

In §11 we considered algebras 31 = (g)3I% where in each %n one
found a 33% such that N(?8n) spans %n. We specialize now to the case
where each 3ί% is a full matrix algebra and 33̂  is maximal abelian.
Dropping the subscript, suppose then that 93 is generated by the ele-
ment 33 = diag {bu , bm) (31 is then an m x m matrix algebra). Let
X = [b^ , bm} and C(X) be the (bounded, continuous) functions on
X. Consider the abelian group G of cyclic permutations of m elements.
The group of course is isomorphic under σ with powers of the matrix
C, where C has ones immediately above the diagonal, Cmι — 1, and all
other entries equal to zero. Each power of the matrix C (up to the
m-th) is distinct from all previous in that the number one appears only
in positions where zeros appeared in previous matrices. The sum of
all m powers is the m x m matrix (ajk) with ajk = 1 for all j , k. The
group G acts as an automorphism of C(X) by g(f)(x) = f(gx). Re-
turning now to % — 0 3tw, let Gif Xi be the appropriate group and
set for the algebra 31*. If ^ denotes the weak direct product of the
Gi and X is the cartesian product of the Xi (with the product topology)
then one defines the crossed product (S^, C(X)) in the obvious manner.

PROPOSITION. ® $tn is isomorphic to C*(&, C{X)).

Proof. We follow the method in [4]. If/4eC(JEi) and % is an
m x m matrix algebra, define a map, pi9 taking C(Xt) onto 33; gΞ 31;,
by

) = diag {/ΛδO, , /*(&.)} where 33 - diag {bl9 . . . , 6m}

is as in the above discussion. For ^ e G< one has Pi(9i(fi)) —
^i(gi)Pi(fi)^i(gi)~\ where σ̂  takes "the permutation #/' onto its cor-
responding matrix. Forming π^f,) = ^aieQip{f{giji)o{g^ we obtain an
isomorphism of <?*((?*, C(X;)) o n t o Sl< T h i s follows from the "non-
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overlapping" nature of the matrices 0*(g.). The proof is then completed
by the following string of isomorphisms [4]:

C*(Sf, C(X)) — C*(Sf, ® C(Xt)) -> <g) C*(Sf«, dX,)) - ® 31, .

A different proof of this fact may be found in [15].

This proposition tells us that every cyclic representation of (g) 31;
may be realized on a Hubert space which is a direct integral of Hubert
spaces with respect to some measure on X, quasi-invariant under the
action of 5f. For the case of the algebra of anti-commutation rela-
tions, this is just the result of Garding and Wightman [3].

V* Infidelity The construction in §11 begins with an invariant,
23-faithful product state. The following proposition shows that in
the case where G is compact we have not lost the representations
which come from invariant, non-faithful product states.

PROPOSITION. Let ω' — ® ω'n be an invariant product state. If
& is compact, there is a %5-faithful product state, ω = (g) ωny a quasi-
invariant measure v — Πμ^ and a decomposable operator T<->T(ζ),
such that the representation of 21 generated by ωf through the GNS
construction is the cyclic subrepresentation of SI on the subspace of
L2(Z, v, £>ω( )) generated by the section T( )ΩS( ) under the action of
the operators 7C(A), A e %. The operator T may be written as Γ(ζ) =
(g) Tn(ζn), v a.e., where Tn(ζ«):

Proof. Each ω'n is invariant under τ*. If ω'n is 33%-faithful, let
ωn = ωf

n. If this is not the case we form a new state ωn which is
23w-faithful and invariant under r j . Let pn be a state which is faithful
on 9S% and pn an extension to 3ln. If η is a Haar measure on gf,
then

is an invariant state on 3tΛ. Moreover pf

n is faithful on 33W, since
τn

g$8n) = 3SW. The state ωn = aω'n + (1 - a)ρ'n, 0 < α < 1 is then a
S-faithful, invariant state on SIW.

Let τrωw be the representation of SΪΛ, on f/̂ , arising via the GNS
procedure. If xn is the corresponding cyclic vector then there is a
unique Tne^(Hn) such that

ω'%(A) = (πωn(A)Tnxny Tnxn) where

Tn e πωn&ny ΓΊ {U;: g e %?}', 0^Tn^J= [2] .
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Given ε > 0, it is possible to choose a sufficiently close to one so
that | | ( / — Tn)xn\\ < e. Let δ > 0. Since one may choose a so as to
make \\aω'n - α>Λ|| < δ, one has δ > \(xn, xn) - (aTίxn, xn)\ = (a?n, xn) -

(aTnxn, xn) ^ 0, since 0 g aT'l ^ /. Then if {E?} is the spectral family
for V~aTn one has that

(xn, xn) ^ [ydiEϊXn, xn) ^ \72d(E?xn, xn)
Jo Jo

= (aT2

nxn, xn) .

Hence δ > (a?n, a?w) - {]/~aTnxny xn) ^ 0. It is clear now that one can
find an appropriate a, since

I ! ( I - Tn)xn\\2 = (» w xn) - 2(Tnxn, xn) + (Ίlxnf xn) .

By varying the a used in the definition of each ωn we can make
li(J— Γft)a?Λ|| decrease in norm (as n->oo) sufficiently fast so that
T = ® T% is a well defined operator on the separable subspace of (g) £ΓΛ

defined by the c0-vector ®xn. We denote this subspace by H(®xn).
Note that ® < = (g) JΓWO;W 6 ίiΓ(® a?H)

Guichardet has shown [4] that if we decompose each Hn into a
direct integral with respect to a measure μn (as in §11) then iϊ((x)α;w)
is the Hubert space U{Z, v, # ω ( )) where v = 77^. This measure is
clearly quasi-invariant under the action of <%S. Moreover, due to the
renormalization of xn(ζn) it is invariant under 5^. Thus the theorem
of §11 gives us the GNS representation of 2t due to the tensor product
state ω = (x) ωn.

Each Tn lies in ττω (St.)' and hence

n = \

We define T(ζ) on the total subset ©. An element of this set looks
like y(ζ) = y^ζ1) (x) <g) τ/fc(ζ

fe) (x)w>A; ^(ζ n ) Then

Γ(C)i/(ζ) = TWyJ?) ® ® T*(ζ*)^(ζ*) (8) <(ζw) .

Clearly ω'(A) = (π?(A) (g) α£, ® α?i) so that the subspace of L2(Z,
v, £ ω ( )) for which Γ( )βoϋ( ) is cyclic under the action of τr?(St) is the
representation space for the representation of St arising from the
state ω'.

VI* Concluding remarks* §1. As we mentioned at the start
it is possible to extend the analysis of §11 to the case where % is
other than a subalgebra of a matrix algebra. One such possibility is
the case where each % is a UHF algebra, viz. there is a sequence
M1 S M2 £ S Mn £ 21;, each Af< a matrix algebra and (J My gen-
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erates §1;. Then if 33; is an abelian subalgebra of Sί; such that one
can extract from Λ7(33{) a subset ^ n such that span {^} = Mn, our
analysis goes through. Since 21; may be written as an infinite tensor
product we can use the proposition in §111 to construct such S3<. The
reader should consult [12] for related ideas. We thank R. Powers for
this reference. Certain care must be exercised in choosing the field
of Hubert spaces and the fiber maps to be Borel measurable. This
may be done since sp (S3;) is a standard Borel space [7].

The shortcoming of this procedure is that the ω-bundle is no
longer defined at every point of Z, due to the non-finiteness of Z{.
In choosing the measure v one must be careful not to give positive
measure to sets where the bundle is not defined. This will automati-
cally be the case if v is absolutely continuous with respect to /7/v

§2. Suppose M i s a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hubert
space £>. Customary decomposition theory tells us to take an abelian
subalgebra in M' and use it to decompose φ rather than, as we have
done above, using a subalgebra of M. Of course our motivation for
the latter was its successful use in [3]. We can, and do, in what
follows, make a connection with the usual theory.

We examine one component of the tensor product of C*-algebras
considered above. Thus let §1 be a C*-algebra, (not necessarily finite
dimensional) with abelian subalgebra S3, acted upon by a group of
automorphisms {τg:ge 5 }̂, which preserve 93 and leave a state co in-
variant. We assume that there exists a representation t—+σt of R
as automorphisms of 91 which makes ω a KMS state [13]. The reader
is referred to [6] for a discussion of KMS states on the Clifford algebra.
A few remarks about the general theory [13] of such states are in
order. If ω is a faithful normal state on a von Neumann algebra
one can always find such a σt. For the C*-algebra case it follows
that the GNS construction yields a representation πω such that ω(A) =
(πω(A)ξω, ξω) where ξω is cyclic and separating for M = πω(%)". More-
over there exists an anti-unitary involution / such that Jξω = ξω and
JMJ = M'. The automorphism σt lifts to an automorphism σf of M.

Let Sίfω be the Hubert space of the representation πω and suppose
that §ίfω is separable. Above, we "disintegrated" Sίfω by diagonalizing
(£ = τrω(33)" Could we do just as well with an algebra in MΊ The
answer is clearly yes. We could use S = J&J and obtain an equivalent
[9] decomposition. The point is that under an additional restriction,
the canonical procedure in [9] gives identical decompositions. We thank
M. Takesaki for pointing this out.

The condition we need is that σf(<£) — (E. In this case one has
[<5&J = [J&JL] = [Je&J = [&L] where the last equality follows from
the invariance of (£ and is shown for instance in [14]. By using a
self-adjoint operator, A, which generates (£, we obtain an "ordered
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representation [14] for Sίf^ relative to (£, viz, there is a unitary map
W from £ίfω onto Σ © L2(en, μ) where the en are a decreasing sequence
of Borel sets with eι the real axis. The measure μ is a finite, regular
Borel measure and W&W~ι is the algebra of all operators {/w(λ)} —*
{/(M/ifl)M}> where /(•) is an arbitrary bounded Borel function of a
real variable.

One then passes canonically to a direct integral representation of
<βg*ω using the measure μ. An examination of the construction of the
ordered representation above reveals that it is (up to complex conju-
gation) an ordered representation for (L This of course use the fact
that [&fω] = [6&J. Thus one obtains canonically the same direct inte-
gral decomposition of ^fω using E or £.

The above brings up the question, of some independent interest,
as to when σ?(S) = (£. Let us suppose then that M is a factor.
Since σ?, te R and τg, g e ^ both leave the state co (extended to M)
invariant [13], it follows [6] that oω

t and τg commute as automor-
phisms of M. If (£ is the fixed point algebra for τg, g e 5^ then σ"
preserves (£, since τgoσΐ(C) = σΐ<>τg(C) = σΐ(C) for all Ce(£. With
more explicit knowledge of the unitaries, Ug, implementing τg we could
give further conditions that σΐ(&) = (£•
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